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Abstract—This paper investigates the fuel consumption minimization problem of a blended-mode plug-in hybrid electric vehicle (PHEV). A simplified mathematical model of the PHEV was
constructed to obtain optimal solutions for depleting the battery
to a given final state of charge (SOC) under constant vehicle
speed. An optimal power strategy was constructed from theoretical analysis and simulation for constant speed cases and then
applied to typical drive-cycle simulations for a middle-size plug-in
sport utility vehicle in the Urban Dynamometer Driving Schedule,
the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency US06 (Supplemental
Federal Test Procedure), and the CR-City drive cycles. Simulation
results indicate that the proposed control strategy is more efficient
than other strategies of interest. Only the electric system loss characteristics, vehicle power demand, total battery energy, and trip
distance are needed to implement the proposed control strategy
in a PHEV. It does not rely on the detailed trip information other
than the total trip distance. Therefore, it is possible to implement
the control strategy in real time if the total trip distance is known
before the trip.
Index Terms—Control strategy, fuel consumption, plug-in hybrid electric vehicles (PHEVs), theoretical analysis.

I. I NTRODUCTION

P

LUG-IN hybrid electric vehicles (PHEVs) use grid electricity to power the vehicle for an initial driving range,
which is referred to as the charge depletion (CD) mode. Using
electric energy from the utility grid to displace a part of the
fuel is the major feature of PHEVs [1], [2]. There are two basic
types of PHEVs: 1) extended-range electric vehicles (EREVs)
and 2) blended-mode PHEVs.
EREVs offer pure electric driving capability in the initial
driving range, which is called the all-electric range (AER). To
realize pure electric driving in all driving conditions, EREVs
are equipped with a full-sized traction motor powered by the
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PHEV battery pack. One of the disadvantages of the EREV is
the increased system cost due to the full-sized traction motor
and power requirement for the battery. The other disadvantage
is the high losses in the electric system (battery and electric
motor) at high power operations. These constraints have led to
the concept of blended-mode PHEVs.
A blended-mode PHEV usually has less powerful electric
drive capability. Therefore, it can typically achieve cruise and
moderate acceleration in the electric mode at low to moderate
vehicle speeds. For operations that require either higher power
or higher torque, the engine must be used, either with or without
electric assist, depending on the vehicle control strategy.
Control strategies for a blended-mode PHEV can be complex and multidimensional and will have significant impacts
on vehicle performance, driveability, and fuel consumption
[3]–[5]. One of the PHEV’s primary capabilities is fuel displacement by depleting the onboard electric energy storage
system (ESS) to a preset low-threshold state of charge (SOC).
It is generally desirable that the onboard ESS has reached
this depleted state (charge-sustaining SOC) by the end of the
“designed” vehicle travel distance. On one hand, aggressive CD
may result in higher electric loss incurred in the vehicle systems
and adversely affect engine efficiency. On the other hand, a
vehicle with less than sufficient CD operations may not achieve
the fuel displacement function as designed, and the capacity
of the onboard ESS is underutilized. Therefore, how we can
achieve optimized CD operations in PHEV applications is one
of the fundamental problems of PHEV control. It becomes more
challenging in real-world applications, because the trip distance
and drive scenarios are not precisely known.
Therefore, the objective of the PHEV optimization problem
is to minimize the vehicle fuel consumption subject to specific
constraints, e.g., component capabilities and available ESS
energy. The problem can be formulated as follows:
Tf
f (Peng ) dt

Objective : minimize J =

(1)

0

⎧
P
(t) ≤ Pb (t) ≤ Pb,max (t)
⎪
⎨ b,min
Pem,min (t) ≤ Pem (t) ≤ Pem,max (t)
Subjected to :
⎪
⎩ 0 ≤ Peng (t) ≤ Peng,max (t)
SOCmin ≤ SOC(t) ≤ SOCmax

(2)

where Pb is the power of the battery, Pem is the power of the
electric motor, Peng is the engine power, SOC is the battery
state of charge, and f is the fuel mass flow rate.
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Power flow of a PHEV.
TABLE I
V EHICLE PARAMETERS

TABLE II
HEV M AIN C OMPONENTS

III. A NALYSIS OF P OWER F LOW IN A P LUG -I N
H YBRID E LECTRIC V EHICLE
References [10] and [11] analyzed the efficiency of conventional hybrid electric vehicles (HEVs), including series
and parallel HEVs. The analysis of the fuel consumption is
generally operated on a specific drive cycle based on energy
balance and component efficiencies. In this section, the focus
is on a PHEV for specific drive cycles based on energy balance
and component efficiencies.
As shown in Fig. 1, based on power balance, the power
consumed to propel the vehicle Po is equal to the power
provided by the engine Peng and from the electric motor
Pem , i.e.,
Po = Peng + Pem
Pb = Pem + Pem_loss
Pb_in = Pb + Pb_loss

Assume that the vehicle distance traveled is greater than the
AER. A fixed distance and different constant speed were used
for the theoretical analysis to obtain the control parameters.
The control parameters table are constructed and evaluated in
the Powertrain Systems Analysis Toolkit (PSAT) with these
constant-speed drive scenarios and then implemented in typical
drive cycle tests.
II. V EHICLE M ODEL
In this paper, a blended-mode PHEV was built in PSAT for a
mid-sized plug-in sport utility vehicle (SUV). A typical parallel
configuration is adopted, as shown in Fig. 1. The parallel PHEV
allows both the engine and the electric motor to deliver power
in parallel to drive the wheels. The propulsion power may be
supplied by the engine, or the motor, or both [6]. If the motor
power is sufficient, it can also realize pure electric driving
mode. The electric motor can be used as a generator to charge
batteries during regenerative braking or absorbing power from
the engine when the engine has excessive power.
Although a generic parallel PHEV model is used for this
paper, the methodology is also applicable to other types of
PHEVs, including planetary-gear-based configurations, e.g.,
Prius and GM/Chrysler Two-Mode Hybrid, whose main operation can be considered parallel [7]–[9]. The parameters and
main components of the vehicle are listed in Tables I and II.

(3)
(4)
(5)

where Pem_loss is the loss of the electric motor, Pb_loss is the
loss of the battery during discharging/charging, Pb is the battery
output power to the electric motor, and Pb_in is the battery
output power, considering battery power loss. Pem , Pb , and
Pb_in have signs that are positive, indicating discharging, and
negative, indicating charging. Pem_loss and Pb_loss are always
positive. Po can be calculated by the following equation based
on vehicle parameters and speed:
1
ηT




ma gfr
CD A 3 δ · ma · v dv ma · g · sin α · v
v+
v +
+
3600
76140
3600 dt
3600
(6)

where Po is the demand power (in kilowatts), ηT is the transmission efficiency, ma is the vehicle mass (in kilograms), g is
the acceleration of gravity (in square meters per second), fr is
the rolling coefficient, v is the vehicle speed in (in kilometers
per hour), CD is the aerodynamic coefficient, A is the frontal
area (in square meters), δ is the rotating mass coefficient, and α
is the slope angle (in rads).
In a specific drive cycle, the total energy demand Ea and
available battery energy Eb are constant, i.e.,
T
Eb =

Pb_in dt = const.
0

(7)
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Fig. 2. Fuel rate for various engine speed.

Fig. 3.

Eb = 0 is for charge-sustaining operations, and Eb > 0 is for
CD operations. We have

(a portion of frictional loss and some magnetic loss), and a
third portion that is proportional to the square of output power
(copper and battery losses). Therefore, we can approximate the
total electric losses as a second-order polynomial as

T
Ea =

Po dt = const.

(8)

2
Pb_in = Pem + Loss(Pem ) = Pem + Lo + APem + BPem
(11)

0

A. Fuel Consumption of an Idealized Internal
Combustion Engine
The engine efficiency is represented by a nonlinear static map
that describes fuel rate as a function of engine speed and engine
torque, as shown in Fig. 2. It is shown that the fuel rate can
approximately be represented by a linear function as engine
power for each engine speed. We have
f _rate = f (Pe , ω).

(9)

For further simplicity, a linear relationship is assumed to
obtain an optimized solution as
f = fo + kPeng

Energy management strategy.

(10)

where fo is caused by mechanical friction and pumping losses
in the engine, and k approximately reflects the combustion
efficiency. fo obviously varies with different engine power
ratings and increases with engine size, whereas k is almost the
same for different size engines. For the specific engine used
in this paper, the value of fo and k are 1.59 × 10−1 g/s and
7.13 × 10−2 g/(kW · s), respectively.
B. Electric Power Loss
The electric losses in the PHEV include battery loss, electric
motor loss, and inverter loss. These losses can be divided into
the following three types: 1) the frictional and windage loss in
the electric motor, which is a function of motor speed and load
torque; 2) the magnetic loss in the motor, which is related to
magnitude and frequency of supply voltage; and 3) copper loss
in the motor and internal loss in the battery due to battery internal resistance. The last type of loss is proportional to the current
squared, i.e., out power squared if the voltage is assumed to
be constant. Hence, the total electric system losses include
a portion that is constant (windage loss and some magnetic
loss), a second portion that is proportional to the output power

where Loss(Pem ) is the electric loss, Lo , and A, B are the
indices of a polynomial coefficient, which depend on vehicle
powertrain components.
C. Control Strategy
The previous work has demonstrated the following three different control strategies in the CD mode [12], [13]: 1) the AER
strategy; 2) the electric-dominant strategy (M1); and 3) the
engine-dominant control strategy, which is also referred to as
the electric assist strategy (M2). In M2, the motor size and battery power rating can be scaled down compared to the AER control strategy. If the maximum motor torque and battery power
are sufficiently large, the operation is similar to the AER control
strategy. The motor supplies the main driving torque, and the
engine turns on when the demand toque exceeds the maximum
motor torque. In M2, the engine provides most of the driving
toque, and the motor assists the vehicle operation by using the
onboard electric energy. The electric motor is only turned on
when the road load demand exceeds the engine optimal torque/
efficiency. In [14] and [15], only the engine operation is optimized, thus not using the full potential of the hybrid technology.
In this paper, as shown in Fig. 3, the proposed strategy uses
electric power to drive the vehicle until a threshold power
demand Ps is reached. Then, the engine turns on to meet the
desired output power and electric system power with the motor
to assist. A constant motor mechanical power Pem = Pc is
maintained during engine running until the end of the drive
cycle. This case is referred to as the optimal power strategy
(M3). We have
Seng =

Pem

on,
Po > Ps
of f, Po ≤ Ps

⎧
Po < Pem min
⎨ Pem min ,
Po ,
Pem min < Po < Ps
=
⎩
Pc ,
Ps < Po < Pem max

(12)

(13)
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Two segments in the whole trip.

where Pem min is the maximum regenerative power, and Ps is
the power threshold, below which, the engine is off. Pc is the
constant motor mechanical power used to assist the engine.
As shown in Fig. 4, it is assumed that, if Pem = Pc , the
battery energy is used up at time T1 . If Pem = Pc_ min , the
battery energy is used up at time T . A fixed distance and
constant speed are first used for the analysis. We have
T =

S
Vo

(14)

where S is the distance, Vo is the constant speed, and T is
the time of the whole trip, which depends on S and Vo . Po is
dependent on Vo .
If Po > Ps , the engine will turn on, assuming that, after
T1 , the battery energy will be used up. T1 depends on Pc .
During the time interval between T1 and T , only the engine provides the energy to the vehicle. The total fuel consumption in
this drive cycle is
T1
mf =

T
ṁf (Peng ) dt +

0

T1

T
(fo + k(Po − Pc )) dt +

=
0

(fo + kPo ) dt
T1

= (fo + k(Po − Pc )) T1 + (fo + kPo )(T − T1 )
= (fo + kPo )T − kPc T1 .

(15)

According to (7) and (11), T1 can be obtained as
T1
Eb =

T1
Pb dt =

0

(P sc + Loss(Pc )) dt
0

= Lo + (1 + A)Pc + BPc2 T1 .

(16)

Replacing T1 , (15) can be expressed as
mf = (fo + kPo )T −

kEb Pc
.
Lo + (1 + A)Pc + BPc2

By calculating the derivative of (17), the following equation can
be obtained:
Lo + (1 + A)Pc + BPc2 −Pc (1 + A + 2BPc )
dmf
= −kEb
dPc
(Lo + (1 + A)Pc + BPc2 )2
= −kEb

Lo − BPc2
.
(Lo + (1 + A)Pc + BPc2 )2

(18)

Setting (18) to zero and solving for Pc , the solution can be
obtained as
Pc =

Lo
.
B

(19)

By calculating the second derivative of (15), (20), shown at the
bottom of the page, can be obtained. Replacing BPc2 = Lo , the
following equation can be derived:
√
2kEb Lo 2 BLo + 1 + A
d 2 mf
=
> 0.
(21)
d2 Pc
(Lo + (1 + A)Pc + BPc2 )3

ṁf (Peng ) dt

T1

Fig. 5. Electric power loss characteristics.

(17)

Hence, Pc = Lo /B is a minimal of (17). It means that, if
the engine is on, the best fuel economy can be obtained when
Pc = Lo /B. This value depends on the loss characteristics
of the electric system Lo and B.
If T1 = T , based on (16), we can get the motor minimum
power Pmin to ensure that the battery can be used up. That is,
the battery SOC drops to a preset low threshold at the end of
the trip. We have

−(1 + A) + (1 + A)2 − 4B Lo − ETb
. (22)
Pc_ min =
2B
Considering the ideal condition, if the power loss is
zero, i.e., Lo → 0, A → 0, B → 0, and lim Pc_ min = Eb /T .
This condition is also consistent with the assumption. Based
Lo /B, and Pc_ min and
on the relationship among Po ,

2kEb −2B 2 Pc4 + B 2 Pc3 + 2Lo BPc2 + BLo Pc + Lo + Lo A
d 2 mf
=
d2 Pc
(Lo + (1 + A)Pc + BPc2 )3

(20)
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TABLE III
C ALCULATION R ESULTS ( FOR A T OTAL D RIVING R ANGE OF 40 mi)

considering (18) and (21), the results can be discussed as
follows.
1) If Po < Lo /B, then dmf /dPc < 0, and the fuel consumption decreases with the increase of Pc .
2) If Pc_ min ≤ Lo /B ≤ Po , the fuel consumption has a
minimum value at Pc = Lo /B.
3) If Pc_ min > Lo /B, then dmf /dPc > 0, and the fuel
consumption increases with Pc .
If Pc = Po , from 0 to T1 , the engine will be turned off,
which means that the vehicle is in the AER mode. The total
fuel consumption becomes
T
mf =
T1

T
ṁf (Peng ) dt =

fo + kPo dt = (fo + kPo )(T − T1 ).

Fig. 6. Optimal motor mechanical power with different vehicle power
demands.

T1

(23)
The aforementioned set points for Pc can be used for the
control of PHEV to optimize fuel economy (minimize fuel
consumption). Based on the aforementioned analysis, it seems
that, because the optimal values of Pc depend on Po , Pc_ min ,
and Lo /B, we will need to calculate their values based on
the drive cycle and then decide on the engine turn-on threshold,
as well as the battery/motor power once the engine has been
turned on. Hence, the control can be described in the following
steps.
• Obtain Lo , B, and A for the electric systems. This approach can be done based on the simulations of the electric system or through experiments of the actual electric
system, including the battery, inverter, and electric motor.
• Calculate Lo /B and Pc_ min .
• In drive cycle simulations or real-world driving, calculate
the power demand of the vehicle Po . The power demand
is determined by looking at the pedal positions and the
auxiliary electric power demand.

• If Po ≤ Lo /B, then run the vehicle in the pure electric
mode. The engine is off.
• If Po > Lo /B but Lo /B ≥ PC _ min , then turn the
engine on. Setting the motor to provide constant power of
Pc = Lo /B, the engine should provide the difference
between power demand and motor power, i.e., Pengine =
Po − Lo /B.
• If
Lo /B ≤ PC _ min , then also turn the engine on.
Setting the motor to provide constant power of Pc =
Pc_ min , the engine should provide the difference between power demand and motor power, i.e., Pengine =
Po − Pc_ min .
It is shown that the engine turn-on threshold and motor power
are only determined by the power demand, the electric system
loss characteristics, and the total battery energy. The control
strategy is based on the optimal power of each component and
the vehicle power demand. Hence, it is referred to as M3 in
this paper. The control can easily be implemented in a vehicle
controller.
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TABLE IV
C ONSTANT-S PEED -C YCLE S IMULATION R ESULTS

IV. C ONSTRUCTION OF THE PARAMETER TABLE
In this section, we will use constant driving profiles to obtain
the control parameter table, which can be used for transient
drive cycles. First, the electric system loss can be obtained
using experimental data. The data were used to fit a secondorder curve to obtain Lo , A, and B, as shown in Fig. 5,
where Lo = 0.649, A = 1.23 × 10−2 , and B = 4.85 × 10−3 .
According to (19), Pc_opt = Lo /B = 11.5 kW. To calculate
the fuel consumption using the equations derived in Section III,
a target CD range of 40 mi is selected.
Three different control strategies were studied, as described
in Section III: 1) M1; 2) M2; and M3. In mode 2, Pc_ min can be
calculated from the vehicle parameters and the known constant
speed, and we can ensure that Pc = Pc_ min . This case means
that the available battery energy is just exhausted at the end of
the trip. Because Pmin needs to first be obtained, it is difficult
to implement in real-time simulations, unless the trip distance
is known. However, it can be used as a theoretical calculation to
construct the control parameter table. Mode 3 works only when
Po > Pc_opt , Pc = Pc_opt at this time.
The fuel consumption is calculated based on the aforementioned analysis, and the results are listed in Table III. As shown
in Table III, when the vehicle speeds are set at 30 and 40 mi/h,
the total power demand is less than the optimal power Pc_opt .
Therefore, the vehicle operates in mode 1, and Pc = Po . The
AER-mode control strategy has the best fuel economy.
When the vehicle speed is set at 50, 60, and 67 mi/h and if
the engine is on, mode 2, i.e., Pc = Lo /B is better. However,
the AER-mode control strategy is still the best in this scenario.
When the vehicle speed is set at 70 and 80 mi/h, mode 3
has the best performance among all the three control strategies.
Through the aforementioned results, the engine off threshold
can be obtained.
When the vehicle speed is set at 90 and 100 mi/h, the total
power demand is greater than the motor maximum power, and
the engine has to be turned on all the time. At this time, Pc =
Pmin , mode 2 has the best fuel economy.
Based on Table III, the engine on/off threshold was 32 kW.
The optimal motor mechanical power with different vehicle
power demands was obtained and described as a curve, as
shown in Fig. 6. The table data can be used to implement
vehicle control strategies in the simulation model.

Fig. 7. Three typical drive cycles for the verification of the proposed optimal
power control strategy. (a). Five consecutive UDDS drive cycles. (b). Five
consecutive US06 drive cycles. (c). CR-City drive cycle.
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TABLE V
C OMPARISON OF THE T HREE D RIVE C YCLES

V. S IMULATION R ESULTS
First, we use PSAT to simulate the vehicle fuel economy in
constant drive cycles to gain the confidence of the proposed
strategy. Table IV shows the simulated results from PSAT for
the different constant speed driving profiles for the proposed
M3 and the default AED strategies. For ease of comparison, in
the same table, we have also listed the fuel economy of the AED
strategy calculated using the analytical method from the previous section. Table IV shows the following two observations:
1) The simulated fuel economy is very close to the calculated
fuel economy shown in Table III, and hence, it validates the
equations and parameters derived in the previous section; and
2) there is no improvement in 30, 40, 50, and 60 mi/h by
using the proposed M3, because the power demand is less than
the threshold for the engine to turn on. As the power demand
increases, the proposed M3 shows fuel savings in 70, 80, and
90 mi/h.
This simple simulation shows that the proposed control
strategy can help save fuel consumption as the power demand
increases. Because power demand in transient drive cycles is
much higher, the estimated fuel savings can be more significant.
Hence, it is important to see how well the proposed strategy
performs in various transient drive cycles. For this purpose,
the proposed strategy is applied to the Urban Dynamometer
Driving Schedule (UDDS), the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency US06 (Supplemental Federal Test Procedure), and the
CR-City drive cycles, as shown in Fig. 7.
Compared to UDDS, the US06 and CR-City drive cycles are more aggressive in terms of acceleration and deceleration, which better approximate aggressive driving in the
real world. A comparison among the three cycles is shown
in Table V.
The electric range was also tested in the UDDS drive cycle.
The SUV can run 23 mi in the electric range until the battery
SOC drops to 0.3, as shown in Fig. 8. The results indicate that
the battery parameters selected for the SUV are appropriate.
For fuel economy comparison, the battery final SOC must
be at the same level; therefore, SOC correction is necessary. In
[18] and [19], the linear regression method was used to ensure
that the initial and final SOCs are the same. In this paper,
the initial SOC value is 1.0, and the target SOC value is 0.3;
therefore, the difference between the final SOC and the target
value is considered. Linear fitting was adopted to determine the
fuel consumption by setting the difference value to zero. Fig. 9
shows an example of SOC correction for fuel consumption in a
random drive cycle.

Fig. 8.

Electric range in UDDS.

Fig. 9.

Example of SOC correction in a random drive cycle.

The different drive cycles are simulated in PSAT by incorporating the proposed optimal power control strategies. Fig. 10
shows the power demand of the different drive cycles. The
power distribution between the engine and the motor are determined by the proposed control strategy M3. Fig. 11 shows
the power distribution between the engine and the motor for
the CR-City drive cycle. It is shown that the power distribution
between the engine and the motor follows the proposed control
strategy M3. When the power demand is less than the optimal
power threshold, Po > Pc_opt , the engine remains off. When
the power demand exceeds this threshold, the engine is turned
on, and the motor provides power assist according to the control
parameters shown in Fig. 6. The difference between the total
power demand and the power provided by the engine and the
motor represents the drive line loss and the auxiliary power
demand.
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Fig. 10. Total power demand of the different drive cycles. (a). Power demand
in the UDDS drive cycle. (b). Power demand in the US06 drive cycle. (c). Power
demand in the CR-City drive cycle.
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Figs. 12 and 13 show the power distribution between the
engine and the motor for the UDDS and US06 drive cycles.
It is shown that, because the power demand in the UDDS drive
cycle is relatively low, the engine turn-on time is much less than
in the CR-City and US06 drive cycles. It can also be observed
in Figs. 11–13 that only a portion of the negative power is
recovered by the motor through regenerative braking. This case
is consistent with the general practice in HEV control, in which
frictional brakes are used to ensure vehicle stability and safety.
It can also be observed in Figs. 10–13 that the summation of
motor and engine power from is more than the total power
demand, because the motor and engine power has to overcome
the drive loss and supply power to the auxiliary power demand,
which is not included in the vehicle power demand shown in
Fig. 10.
In blended-mode PHEVs, the motor power is not sufficient
to realize the AER control strategy in high-power demands.
The engine provides most of the driving torque in M2, which is
obviously not beneficial for fuel economy. Therefore, only M1
was used for simulation and calculation. The simulation results
of the PHEV in different drive cycles are shown in Tables VI,
which contains the value of fuel mass after SOC correction
for the corresponding drive cycles. To compare the fuel consumption results with various strategies, the fuel consumption
obtained with M1 is taken as the baseline. It is shown that M3
improves by 4.0%, 4.2%, and 2.56% in 5UDDS, CR-City, and
5US06, respectively.
The fuel savings shown in Table VI obtained by the proposed
M3 is primarily due to the reduction in electric system loss. As
discussed earlier, the electric system loss significantly increases
as the power increases. Hence, there is a threshold at which it
is beneficial to turn on the engine to provide the main power
for the propulsion power demand while using the motor to
supplement the power demand. However, it is important to
ensure that the available battery energy is consumed at the end
of the drive cycle; otherwise, the battery is underutilized.
To evaluate the fuel economy in the same battery parameters
with different CD ranges, different consecutive UDDS drive
cycles were adopted. As shown in Fig. 14, the proposed control
strategy also achieves better fuel economy than the electricdominant control strategy, even if the range is greater than
40 mi, but the percent improvement is reduced.
In real-world driving, the trip distance and energy consumption are not precisely known. Modern vehicular navigation
systems may provide trip information to be used by the CD
strategies. Because the proposed strategy requires only the trip
distance and the AER (or the battery energy content), it seems
feasible to implement this control strategy for real vehicle
applications using the estimated trip information.
VI. C ONCLUSION

Fig. 11.
cycle.

Power distribution between engine and motor for the CR-City drive

A control strategy has been developed based on optimal
power operations of the PHEV analyzed from constant vehicle speed operations. A middle-size plug-in SUV model was
built in PSAT, and three typical cycles were used to evaluate
the fuel consumption. If the trip distance is shorter than the
AER and the power demand is low, the AER is the best
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Fig. 12. Power distribution between engine and motor for the UDDS drive cycle. (a). Motor power. (b). Engine power.

Fig. 13. Power distribution between engine and motor for the US06 drive cycle. (a) Motor power. (b) Engine power.
TABLE VI
T YPICAL D RIVE C YCLE S IMULATION R ESULTS

Fig. 14. Improvement with different CD ranges in UDDS.

control strategy. If the drive cycle is more aggressive, the
AER will not meet the requirement of high power demand. If
the trip distance exceeds the AER, the proposed control strat-

egy M3 can perform better than the electric-dominant control
strategy.
In this paper, we only consider the total fuel consumption
during specific drive cycles based on the electric system loss
characteristics, vehicle power demand, total battery energy, and
trip distance. It does not rely on the detailed trip information
other than the total trip distance. Therefore, it is possible
to implement the control strategy in real time if the total
distance is known before the trip. Because most people who
commute to work know their approximate driving distance,
this control strategy can potentially provide significant fuel
savings.
In this paper, only fuel usage has been considered the optimization objective. It is possible to calculate the total energy
consumption, which includes fuel and electricity. Hence, the
proposed analytical approach can also be used to minimize
total energy consumption for given drive cycles. This case will
further be explored in future studies.
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